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Problem statement

More illustrations

Performance evaluation

Segmentation tree is a sequence of nested partitions of an image. Such structure provides
additional information (comparing to the plain segmentation) about interrelations between
different parts of the image. There are numerous computer vision tasks which demand a
high performance algorithm for segmentation trees building. Unfortunately, current state-ofthe-art methods aimed for the CPU are way too slow.

Here is how segmentation tree spans its levels (nested
segementations).

Our test platform is:
• 4 GHz Intel Core i7 quad-core CPU;
• Ubuntu Natty 11.10 OS;
• NVIDIA GeForce GTX 260 with 895 MBytes of video memory;
• CUDA 4.1.
We compared our GPU version against the reference implementation [3]. A set
of images on different scales (320 × 240, 640 × 480, 800 × 600, 1024 × 768 and
1280 × 960) was used as the testing sample. The results are shown below on
the graph. It is clearly seen that the CPU implementation becomes unusable for
online tasks as the size of an input image increases. But it is not the case for the
GPU version. The running times remain reasonably low even for quite large images
thus making the algorithm suitable for real-time applications. In fact, the proposed
implementation is just slightly slower (about 2 times) than Felzenszwalb’s software
for generating a single segmentation.

Algorithm
The proposed algorithm is a GPU-powered version of the algorithm developed by Haxhimusa et al. and described in [3]. The original method is based on the Felzenszwalb’s
[2] idea of using Minimum Spanning Trees for image partitioning. Among other things
Haxhimusa’s work contains two key observations:
• Kruskal’s algorithm can be replaced by Boruvka’s MST construction approach;
• Felzenszwalb’s “contrast step” can be omitted [4].
These observations allowed us to speed up the algorithm using the GPU.

Running time of the algorithm (CPU vs GPU)

Our implementation is heavily based on the MST construction method proposed by Vineet
et al. [5]. The heart of the algorithm (see Alg. 1 for pseudocode) is reduceGraph routine.
It is almost entirely composed of basic array operations (like scan, sort, etc.) which are
already implemented efficiently in several dedicated libraries (e.g., thrust). This gave us a
significant performance boost virtually for free (no need to worry about suboptimality of own
kernels).
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Alg. 1 Segmentation tree construction
Input: input image I , segmentation tree T
1: G ← buildNetGraph(I )
2: while |G | =
6 1 do
0
3: {G , reductionMap} ← reduceGraph(G )
4: addNewLevel(T , reductionMap)
0
5: G ← G
6: end while
Output: T
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Here you can see several levels of the segmentation tree produced by our software (input
image is taken from [1]). Different colors correspond to different superpixels.
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Full source code will be available in future releases of Cuda Computing SDK.
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• Try to include omitted “contrast heuristics”;
• Try new feature spaces;
• Incorporate machine learning in order to capture

semantics of images.
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